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Self-aggregating calix[4]arenes carrying four DOTA ligands on the upper rim for stable complexation of paramagnetic Gd\textsuperscript{III}-ions have already been proposed as MRI probes. In this work, we investigate the luminescence properties of Tb\textsuperscript{III}-DOTA-calix[4]arene-4OPr containing four propyl-groups and compare them with those of the analog substituted with a phthalimide chromophore (Tb\textsuperscript{III}-DOTA-calix[4]arene-3OPr-OPhth). We show that, given its four aromatic rings, the calix[4]arene core acts as an effective sensitizer of Tb-centered luminescence. Substituents on the lower rim can modulate the aggregation behavior, which in turn determines the luminescence properties of the compounds. In solid state, the quantum yield of the phthalimide derivative is almost three times as high as that of the propyl-functionalized analog demonstrating a beneficial role of the chromophore on Tb-luminescence. In solution, however, the effect of the phthalimide group vanishes, which we attribute to the large distance between the chromophore and the lanthanide, situated on the opposite rims of the calix[4]arene. Both quantum yields and luminescence lifetimes show clear concentration dependence in solution, related to the strong impact of aggregation on the luminescence behavior. We also evidence the variability in the values of the critical micelle concentration depending on the experimental technique. Such luminescent calix[4]arene platforms accommodating stable lanthanide complexes can be considered valuable building blocks for the design of dual MR/optical imaging probes.
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INTRODUCTION

Calix[4]arenes were initially proposed as artificial enzyme mimics in the late 70s (Gutsche and Muthukrishnan, 1978) and today represent versatile building blocks with potential for application in industrial, technical and biomedical fields, ranging from wastewater treatment (Koczyn et al., 2016) to medical imaging (Schühle et al., 2011; Sreenivasu Mummidivarapu et al., 2015). The multifunctional constitution of calix[4]arenes consists of four phenol moieties forming a cup-shaped structure with an upper and a lower rim. Functionalization of the rims can be done in
accordance to the desired properties, including solubility, amphiphilicity, and metal complexation characteristics. The calixarene core is a synthetic backbone that ideally can play an active role in various applications. One example is represented by artificial ion-channels, where the hydrophobic channel-like cavity is of high importance for ion translocation through the membrane (Lawal et al., 2009). Enzyme mimics are also thought to benefit from this basket that resembles hydrophobic pockets in enzymes and serves for positioning of the substrate (Blanchard et al., 1998; Baldini et al., 2012). Despite those exciting examples, most often calix[4]arenes are simply used as platforms to attach the groups of interest in a predetermined spatial arrangement (Modi et al., 2016), which downgrades the core to a mere steric support without further function. Especially, calix[4]arene derivatives intended for medical applications often lack active participation of the core structure itself.

We have been interested in designing imaging agents based on calix[4]arenes for a long time. In the context of contrast agent development for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the upper rim of the core structure was decorated with four DOTA (1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetate) chelating ligands to provide stable complexation of paramagnetic Gd(III) ions. The Ln(III) complexes of these calix[4]arenes 1 and 2 (Figure 1) are amphiphilic molecules with a very polar upper rim and an apolar lower rim, tuneable depending on the alkylation of the phenolic OH-groups.

This amphiphilic nature confers them high water solubility due to micelle formation in polar solvents and also opens the possibility for labeling lipid bilayers. Complexes 1 (Schühle et al., 2009) and 2 (Schühle et al., 2010) exhibit high longitudinal proton relaxivities r1 (expressed in s−1 mM−1 of Gd(III)), especially when they form micelles, interact with human serum albumin or are incorporated in lipid bilayers.

The four chelating units of calix[4]arenes 1 and 2 can also be complexed with luminescent Ln(III) ions to design optical probes. Eventually, the combination of Gd(III) and luminescent Ln(III) complexes within the same molecular platform could lead to dual MRI/optical imaging probes. To use calix[4]arenes as optical imaging agents, the sensitisation of the Ln(III) ions has to be ensured. Usually, this is done by surrounding Ln(III) ion with appropriate aromatic chromophoric units that are able to efficiently absorb excitation energy and transfer it to the lanthanide ion (Bünzli, 2015). An alternative strategy is to exploit the intermolecular energy transfer from an antenna incorporated in e.g., a micellar interior to the Ln(III) ion (Ln = Tb or Eu) (Escabi-Perez et al., 1977; Darwent et al., 1993).

A few literature examples indicate the potential of calix[4]arene derived compounds for optical imaging in combination with lanthanides (Bünzli et al., 1993, 1998). Fischer et al. designed calix[4]arenes 3 and 4 (Figure 1) functionalized with bipyridyl moieties in the lower rim which participate in the complexation of Ln(III) ions (LnIII = EuIII, TbIII) and are at the same time responsible for the excitation of the luminescent center (Fischer et al., 2000). This architecture limits the number of lanthanide-binding sites to one, thus eliminating the great advantage of calix[4]arenes to deliver several active centers per molecule. In addition, the poor water solubility of these apolar compounds hampers thorough investigation of the luminescence properties and strongly limits biological applicability. In another example, calix[4]arene 5 containing p-sulfonate groups was found to exhibit fluorescence upon complexation with TbIII at pH > 10.8 (Sato et al., 1993). The unexpected optical properties of this simple water soluble calix[4]arene were explained by a sandwich structure. The TbIII ion is between two complexing molecules which provide eight coordinating oxygens and push away potential hydration water molecules. However, none of these systems ensure sufficiently stable metal complexation appropriate for biological use.

In the objective of adapting our DOTA-derivative calix[4]arene platform designed for MRI purposes (Schühle et al., 2010) to lanthanide luminescence, we have functionalized one site of the lower rim with a phthalimide chromophore while the three other sites bear propyl-groups (DOTA-calix-3OPr-OPphth, Figure 2, 11a). Keeping in mind the aggregation tendency of the functionalized calix[4]arenes and the literature examples showing that a direct coordination of the antenna to the luminescent center is not always an absolute requirement (Bonnet et al., 2010), we hypothesized that lower rim conjugation with a phthalimide moiety could be sufficient to sensitize Tb-luminescence. The aggregation and the photophysical properties of the TbIII complex have been studied in comparison to the TbIII-DOTA-calix-4OPr analog (Figure 2, 11b) with four propyl residues at the lower rim. We show that aggregation has a strong impact on the luminescence behavior. In addition, our data provide a piece of evidence of the variability in the values of the critical micelle concentration depending on the experimental technique.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**General**

All reagents and anhydrous solvents used during the synthesis were of commercial quality. 5,11,17,23-Tetra-((t-butyl)-25-hydroxy-26,27,28-tripropoxy-calix[4]arene (6) was prepared according to the literature (Gutsche and Iqbal, 1990). The lower rim of the calix[4]arene backbone was modified in accordance to the described procedures for the propylation (7a,b) of the hydroxyl groups (Gutsche and Lin, 1986), as well as condensation of one of the hydroxyls (8a) with N-(3-bromo)propylphthalimide (Lalor et al., 2007). The steps, preceding the final conjugation with the DOTA-units (Schühle et al., 2009) included nitration (9a,b) of the upper rim of the calix[4]arene backbone (Kelderman et al., 1992) followed by the reduction (10a,b) of the nitro groups to the amines (Klimentová and Vojtíšek, 2007). 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 25°C on Bruker Avance-400 spectrometer operating at 400.13 MHz and analyzed using Bruker™ TopSpin 2.1 software. The chemical shifts are reported in δ (ppm) using tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an internal reference. Ultra-filtration was performed with a Millipore stirred cell using an Amicon cellulose acetate membrane. All HPLC measurements were carried out on a Shimadzu LC-20 system consisting out of an LC-20AT pump, Sil-20A HT autosampler, CTO-20AC column oven, SPD-M20A PDA detector, CBM-20A controller, and a Waters Fraction
Collector III; data processing was carried out using Shimadzu Lab Solutions. Both analytical and preparative methods were carried out operating at 40°C using eluents A: H$_2$O (95%), AcCN (5%), TFA (0.1%) and B: H$_2$O (5%), AcCN (95%), TFA (0.1%). Mobile phase gradient started with 75% A and 25% B, after 18 min followed by a change linear to 58% A and 42% B, after 2 min a change linear to 100% B, which was hold for 0.5 min and then chanced back to starting conditions stabilized for 3.5 min. Analytical measurements used a Waters Xterra 4.6 × 150 mm column and an injection volume of 1 µL, flow was 1 mL/min. Preparative HPLC was performed using Xbridge™ PrepShield RP18-OBD C18-19 × 150 mm column. Mass spectrometry analysis was done with electron spray ionization technique on Waters Qtof Premier MS using a NE-1000 syringe pump for direct infusion; data processing was carried out using Waters Masslynx. Qualitative luminescence measurements were done on a Jasco J815 CD spectrometer using 100 µL of sample in a 3 × 3 mm quartz cuvette. UV absorption spectra were measured on a UV2401 PC Shimadzu spectrometer. For quantitative luminescence measurements, the samples (either powders or solutions in Milli-Q water at concentration 2, 0.2, and 0.04 mM) were placed into 2.4 mm quartz capillaries and measured on a Horiba-Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog 3 spectrofluorimeter equipped with visible (220–800 nm, photon-counting unit R928P) and NIR (950–1,450 nm, photon-counting units H10330-45 from Hamamatsu or DSS-IGA020L Jobin-Yvon solid-state InGaAs detector, cooled to 77 K) detectors. All spectra were corrected for the instrumental functions. Luminescence lifetimes of Tb$^{3+}$ complexes were determined under excitation at 300 nm provided by a Xenon flash lamp monitoring the signal at 545 nm ($^5$D$_{4}$ → $^7$F$_{5}$ transition). Quantum yields were measured according to an absolute method using an integration sphere (GMP SA). Each sample was measured several times under slightly different experimental conditions. Estimated experimental error for quantum yields determination is 10%. Nile red (NR) fluorescence measurements were performed on a Jasco PFD 4252/15 Peltier temperature unit. All samples contained Nile red in 2 µM concentrations and were excited at 550 nm. The maximum Nile red emission wavelength ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$) was determined as a function of the calix[4]arene concentration.

**Synthesis**

**General Procedure for the Amide Coupling of the Amino-Calix[4]arenes (10a,b) to tris-1,4,7-tert-Butoxycarbonyl methyl-10-Carboxymethyl-1,4,7,10-Tetraazacyclododecane (tris-t-Bu-DOTA):** To a suspension of EDC (2.2 mmol), HOBt (2.2 mmol), and tris-t-butyldimethyl-silyl-aminododecane (tris-t-Bu-DOTA) in 20 mL DMF was added and the reaction mixture was stirred for 20 min. A solution of the corresponding calix[4]arene (170 µmol) in 5 mL DMF was added and the reaction mixture was stirred for 2 days before...
removing the solvent in vacuo. The remaining solid was dissolved in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (50 mL), washed 2× with brine, 1× with 0.1 N NaOH, and then with water until the pH of the aqueous phase was neutral. The organic phase was dried over Na$_2$SO$_4$ and the solvent was evaporated. The crude products 11a and 11b were purified from EtOH by ultrafiltration over a 1 kDa membrane with the yield of 80% (410 mg) and 69% (336 mg), respectively.

5,11,17,23-Tetrakis(tris-4,7,10-carboxymethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododec-1-yl-acetamidyl)-25,26,27-triproxy-28-phthalimidopropoxycalix[4]arene (11a): $^1$H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d$_6$, 100°C): $\delta = 0.98$ (12 H, t, $J = 5.2$ Hz, CH$_3$), 1.40, 1.46 (108 H, s, t-Bu), 1.88 (8 H, sext, $J = 5.2$ Hz, CH$_2$CH$_3$), 2.74–3.30 (100 H, N-CH$_2$CO, N-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-N, Ar-CH$_2$-Ar), 3.87 (8H, t, $J = 6.0$ Hz, O-CH$_2$), 4.43 (4 H, d, $J = 9.9$ Hz, Ar-CH$_2$-Ar), 6.86 (8 H, brs, Ar-H), 9.27 (4 H, brs, NH). ESI-HRMS: calc.: m/z = 755.4765 (M+4H)$^4^+$, found: 755.4780.

5,11,17,23-Tetrakis(tris-4,7,10-t-butoxycarbonylmethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododec-1-yl-acetamidyl)-25,26,27-triproxy-28-phthalimidopropoxycalix[4]arene (11b): $^1$H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d$_6$, 100°C): $\delta = 0.98$ (12 H, t, $J = 5.2$ Hz, CH$_3$), 1.42, 1.46 (108 H, 2 s, t-Bu), 1.88 (8 H, sext, $J = 5.2$ Hz, CH$_2$CH$_3$), 2.74–3.30 (100 H, N-CH$_2$CO, N-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-N, Ar-CH$_2$-Ar), 3.87 (8H, t, $J = 6.0$ Hz, O-CH$_2$), 4.43 (4 H, d, $J = 9.9$ Hz, Ar-CH$_2$-Ar), 6.86 (8 H, br s, Ar-H), 9.27 (4 H, brs, NH). ESI-HRMS: calc.: m/z = 718.7185 (M+4H)$^4^+$, found: 718.7282.

General Procedure for the Deprotection of the t-Bu-DOTA-calix[4]arenes: The t-Bu protected calix[4]arene (150 µmol) was dissolved in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (10 mL) and TFA (10 mL) was added slowly. The reaction mixture was stirred at ambient temperature overnight and subsequently the solvents were removed in vacuum. The obtained solid was re-dissolved in 1 mL of water and freeze-dried to obtain the product as a yellow fluffy powder. The yield was not determined due to the fact that there were still TFA salts in the product, which did not interfere with the next step of the synthesis and could be removed during the purification step of the final product (see below).

5,11,17,23-Tetrakis(tris-4,7,10-carboxymethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododec-1-yl-acetamidyl)-25,26,27,28-tetrapropoxy-calix[4]arene (11a): $^1$H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d$_6$, 100°C): $\delta = 0.98$ (12 H, t, $J = 5.2$ Hz, CH$_3$), 1.42, 1.46 (108 H, 2 s, t-Bu), 1.88 (8 H, sext, $J = 5.2$ Hz, CH$_2$CH$_3$), 2.74–3.30 (100 H, N-CH$_2$CO, N-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-N, Ar-CH$_2$-Ar), 3.87 (8H, t, $J = 6.0$ Hz, O-CH$_2$), 4.43 (4 H, d, $J = 9.9$ Hz, Ar-CH$_2$-Ar), 6.86 (8 H, br s, Ar-H), 9.27 (4 H, brs, NH). ESI-HRMS: calc.: m/z = 755.4765 (M+4H)$^4^+$, found: 755.4780.

5,11,17,23-Tetrakis(tris-4,7,10-t-butoxycarbonylmethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododec-1-yl-acetamidyl)-25,26,27,28-tetrapropoxy-calix[4]arene (11b): $^1$H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d$_6$, 100°C): $\delta = 0.98$ (12 H, t, $J = 5.2$ Hz, CH$_3$), 1.42, 1.46 (108 H, 2 s, t-Bu), 1.88 (8 H, sext, $J = 5.2$ Hz, CH$_2$CH$_3$), 2.74–3.30 (100 H, N-CH$_2$CO, N-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-N, Ar-CH$_2$-Ar), 3.87 (8H, t, $J = 6.0$ Hz, O-CH$_2$), 4.43 (4 H, d, $J = 9.9$ Hz, Ar-CH$_2$-Ar), 6.86 (8 H, br s, Ar-H), 9.27 (4 H, brs, NH). ESI-HRMS: calc.: m/z = 718.7185 (M+4H)$^4^+$, found: 718.7282.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The synthetic routes of both compounds 12a and 12b are presented in Figure 2. In the first step, the hydroxyl groups on the lower rim of calix[4]arene 1 are alkylated to yield either three (7a) or four (7b) O-propyl functionalized calix[4]arenes. In the former case, the remaining OH-group was used for conjugation with propylphthalimide (8a). In the next step, the t-butyl groups on the upper rim were substituted with nitro-groups, which were subsequently reduced to amines to yield compounds 10a and 10b (Lalor et al., 2007). The following amide coupling with tris-tert-butoxycarbonyl-10-carboxymethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclocododec-1-yl-acetamidyl resulted in ligands 11a and 11b, which after deprotection and purification by prep-HPLC were analyzed and complexed with TbIII ions.

The obtained complexes 12a and 12b were investigated with respect to their aggregation behavior as well as their luminescent properties in a qualitative and quantitative ways. In order to assess the role of the calix[4]arene scaffold and of the phthalimide chromophore, the luminescence excitation and emission spectra of TbIII-DOTA-calix-3OPr-OPhth (12a) and TbIII-DOTA-calix-4OPr (12b) were recorded and compared to those of TbIII-DOTA. Both Tb-12a and Tb-12b under excitation at 290 nm exhibit characteristic green emission with four main bands due to 5D4 → 7Fj (j = 6–3) transitions, while the reference compound TbIII-DOTA under the same experimental conditions did not show detectable luminescence signal (Figures 3A,B).

Upon monitoring emission at 545 nm excitation spectra of both Tb-12a and Tb-12b present broad bands in the UV range up to 315 nm. On the other hand, TbIII-DOTA does not exhibit pronounced transitions in this range. Therefore, in Tb-12a and Tb-12b characteristic green TbIII emission could be sensitized through “antenna effect” via organic ligands, i.e., fully O-propyl or O-propyl and phthalimide functionalized calix[4]arene cores. Interestingly, the maximum luminescence intensity of the two calix[4]arene-complexes shows a dramatically different variation with increasing concentration of the solutions. At concentrations up to ~0.1 mM, there is no difference in their luminescence intensities, which remain equally strong for both compounds with a linear correlation to the concentration (Figures 3C,D).

To further quantify the photophysical properties, the excitation and emission spectra of TbIII-complexes of calix[4]arenes 12a and 12b were acquired in the solid state and at different concentrations in solution (Supplementary Figures 4, 5). It should be noted that in the emission spectra of 12a and 12b the crystal-field splitting of TbIII 5D4 → 7Fj (j = 6–3) transitions is very similar for the samples in the solid state and solutions of different concentrations reflecting indirectly that the coordination environment around the TbIII ions remains the same upon such variations. The absolute quantum yields upon ligands excitation (Qeff) and observed luminescence lifetimes (τobs) upon monitoring TbIII emission at 545 nm were also determined (Table 1). When comparing the values of τobs and Qeff for Tb-12a and Tb-12b in solution, the presence of the phthalimide chromophore in the molecule has essentially no effect on these parameters. This can be likely rationalized by the fact that the distance between the phthalimide and the TbIII center is too long (>15 Å) for an efficient energy transfer (Vázquez López et al., 2010). In contrast, in amorphous solid state the orientation of the molecules is random and the phthalimide units can be located closer to the TbIII-DOTA moieties, making non-covalent energy transfer and TbIII sensitization through this way possible (Howell et al., 2003). Quantum yield values of Tb-12a and Tb-12b in the solid state are higher by 7.5 and 2.7 times, respectively, compared to these in 0.2 mM solutions, while lifetimes are lower by 25–30%. Such behavior points that in the solid state non-radiative processes are minimized and/or sensitization efficiencies are improved. Higher increase of the Qeff-value in the case of Tb-12a compared to the Tb-12b might be caused by an appearance of an additional sensitization pathway. Indeed, if we assume that the main
energy transfer mechanism is of Förster type (dipole-dipole), the sensitization efficiency depends significantly on distance and is proportional to \((1/r_{Tb-L})^{-6}\). Thus, small changes in the distance between the chromophore and Tb\(^{III}\) ion may have significant effects on the sensitization efficiency. This is also reflected in 3.1-times higher quantum yield value for Tb-12a compared to Tb-12b while observed luminescence lifetimes are the same for both complexes (Table 1). Moreover, slight broadening and red-shifting of the excitation band is observed for Tb-12a vs. Tb-12b, which can indicate that other lower-energy levels are involved in the sensitization of the former complex (Supplementary Figure 4, left). Since this extra shoulder, only present in the solid-state excitation spectrum, overlaps with one of the UV absorption peaks of the phthalimide moiety (Supplementary Figure 6), it may indicate that in the solid state the phthalimide group can indeed participate in the sensitisation of the Tb\(^{III}\) luminescence. In addition, the quantum yield values confirm the trend that was observed qualitatively for solutions with different concentrations (Figure 3C vs. Table 1): they increase upon dilution evidencing a non-linear correlation between the luminescence intensity and the concentration of the investigated compounds. Concentration of solutions has also effect on luminescence lifetimes. It should be noted here that for all solutions luminescence decay curves could be best fitted by mono-exponential functions reflecting the presence of only one type of emissive Tb\(^{III}\)-containing species. The values of \(\tau_{obs}\) increase by 1.8–2.0 times when going from 2 to 0.2 mM solutions, i.e., following the same trend as absolute quantum yield values. To get a hint about possible reasons of such changes of luminescent parameters, we have investigated the aggregation of the complexes in detail. It has been previously described that the DOTA-functionalized calix[4]arene (Gd-12b) is highly amphiphilic and tends to aggregate in aqueous solution. At concentrations above 0.21 mM, they form micelles with a

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Table 1** | Photo-physical parameters of Tb\(^{III}\) complexes in the solid state and aqueous solutions at 298 K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>State/Solvent</th>
<th>(c) (mM)</th>
<th>(\tau_{obs}) (ms)</th>
<th>(Q_L^{Tb}) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tb-12a</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.2(1)(^b)</td>
<td>5.87(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H_2O)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.52(1)</td>
<td>0.78(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.51(1)</td>
<td>0.65(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.83(5)</td>
<td>0.51(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb-12b</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.2(1)(^b)</td>
<td>1.89(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H_2O)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.6(1)</td>
<td>0.71(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.79(5)</td>
<td>0.36(8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Under excitation at 300 nm. Standard deviations (2\(\sigma\)) are given between parentheses; Estimated relative errors: \(\tau_{obs}\), ±5%; \(Q_L^{Tb}\), ±10%.

\(^b\) The longest values are presented. Luminescence decay curves were best fitted by biexponential functions however the impact of the second short-lived lifetime value (0.17–0.22 ms) was only 5–6%.
hydrodynamic radius of 2.2 nm and a narrow size distribution (Schühle et al., 2009). This critical micelle concentration (cmc) was determined for the Gd\textsuperscript{III} complex by measuring the water proton relaxation rates as a function of the concentration.

In the current study, the aggregation was demonstrated by using Nile red, a dye exhibiting fluorescence changes in the emission maximum upon changes in the chemical environment. In the samples containing Nile red and increasing concentrations of the Tb\textsuperscript{III} complexes 12\text{a} and 12\text{b}, the fluorescence emissions undergoes strong blue-shifts and intensity increase, which can be associated with a decreasing hydrophilicity and polarity of the environment (Figure 4). Indeed, as the amphiphilic calix[4]arene complexes aggregate to micelles, the Nile red will enter the internal micellar core and will experience a more hydrophobic environment. From this experiment, the critical micelle concentrations of Tb\textsuperscript{III}-DOTA-calix-3OPr-OPth (Tb-12\text{a}) and Tb\textsuperscript{III}-DOTA-calix-4OPr (Tb-12\text{b}) were determined to be 0.12 and 2.3 mM, respectively (Supplementary Figure 7). Obviously, the presence of phthalimide dramatically increases the hydrophobicity of the lower rim forces the molecules to aggregate at lower concentrations and thus leads to a lower cmc. Interestingly, the determined cmc-values correlate nicely with the maxima of the concentration dependent luminescence intensities (Figure 3C and Supplementary Figure 3), which are around 0.35 and 1.6 mM for Tb-12\text{a} and Tb-12\text{b}, respectively. This evidences that aggregation of the calix[4]arenes leads to a significant decrease in the intensity of Tb\textsuperscript{III} luminescence. As the aromatic systems come closer to each other, non-radiative energy transfer from the excited \pi-systems becomes more likely which reduces luminescence quantum yields of the aggregated complexes. As a result, decreased quantum yields and shorter luminescence lifetimes are observed.

Surprisingly, the cmc-value previously determined by relaxometric measurements for the Gd-12\text{b} analog (0.21 mM) is significantly lower than cmc found in the Nile red experiment for Tb-12\text{b} (2.3 mM). It is very unlikely that this is due to the different ions complexed in the DOTA chelates, as lanthanides in general have very similar chemical properties. Furthermore, Gd and Tb are neighbors in the lanthanide series thus have similar ionic radii (difference \(\sim 0.1 \text{ Å}\)) and identical charge. The almost one order of magnitude difference in cmc can rather be explained by the different experimental methods applied for its determination. The relaxometric method used in the case of the paramagnetic analog Gd\textsuperscript{III}-12\text{b} is based on the effect of the rotational motion on the \(r_1\) relaxivity (longitudinal

![FIGURE 4](image_url) | Wavelength of the fluorescence emission maximum (\(\lambda_{\text{max}}\)) vs. Tb\textsuperscript{III} concentration in solutions of Tb\textsuperscript{III}-complexes 12\text{a} (black) and 12\text{b} (red) in the presence of Nile red (\(\lambda_{\text{Ex}} = 550\text{ nm}\)).

![FIGURE 5](image_url) | (I–III) Schematic representation of the aggregation behavior of calix[4]arenes 7\text{a} and 7\text{b} with increasing concentration. The red stars indicate the location of Nile red, which can only enter the micelles, when there is a sufficiently large hydrophobic space.
relaxation rate expressed in mM$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ of Gd$^{III}$). Indeed, at medium fields, the relaxation increases with the increasing rotational correlation time, $\tau_R$ (slower motion) of the complex. While $\tau_R$ already changes when as few as two molecules start interacting (Figures 5I,II), the creation of noticeable hydrophobic compartments in micelles leading to an observable change in the fluorescence of the dye only starts at a higher degree of aggregation, when several amphiphilic molecules aggregate (Figure 5III). Therefore, the $cmc$ determined by the fluorescence method using Nile red is significantly higher than the one obtained via relaxivity measurements. Previous studies have already pointed out that the $cmc$-value obtained can be dependent on the nature of the physical parameter monitored to assess the aggregation and that premicellar aggregation is often responsible for anomalies of various physical parameters (Pérez-Rodriguez et al., 1999; He et al., 2004).

It is interesting to note that the concentration dependent luminescence intensities of Tb$^{12b}$ (Figure 3C) start to show a deviation from linearity at ~0.25 mM concentration, which corresponds to the $cmc$ determined from the relaxivity method for the Gd$^{III}$ analog. These results nicely demonstrate that micelle formation is not a sharp transition, but it expands over a concentration range that might cover more than an order of magnitude. As the various techniques used to determine the critical micelle concentration sense different physical parameters, they might lead to method-dependent $cmc$-values.

Upon aggregation of the functionalized calix[4]arenes, the hydrophilic Tb$^{III}$,DOTA moieties on the upper rim will always face the aqueous phase. The lifetimes observed for the aggregated state (0.83 and 0.79 ms) are smaller than those measured for the monomers (1.51 and 1.60 ms) of 12a and 12b, respectively. This points to a better protection of the Tb$^{III}$ ion from non-radiative deactivations in the case of the monomers. An increase of Tb-luminescence lifetimes occurs upon exclusion of water molecules from the first coordination sphere of the metal ion (Murru et al., 1993; Chen et al., 2013). In our case, a possible explanation of the shortening of luminescence lifetimes found for the micellar Tb$^{III}$,DOTA-functionalized calix[4]arenes could be an enhanced cross-relaxation between Tb$^{III}$ ions and the formation of a more defined second coordination sphere around the micelle consisting of water molecules clustered via hydrogen bonds.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, we have synthesized the first luminescent lanthanide complex based on a calix[4]arene platform with sufficient stability due to the presence of four DOTA chelating units for potential biological use. We have evidenced for this prototype Tb$^{III}$ probe that the calix[4]arene backbone is actively participating to the excitation process of the Tb$^{III}$-centered luminescence, while the chromophore introduced on the rim opposite to the lanthanide chelate is localized too far to provide efficient sensitization. The substitution pattern of the lower rim dictates the aggregation phenomena observed in aqueous solution and can be exploited to tailor the physical-chemical properties of the compound. This micellar aggregation of the calix[4]arene derivatives has a strong impact on their luminescence properties. Upon increasing the complex concentration, the luminescence intensities linearly increase up to the range where micellar aggregation starts to occur, and then they decline. Taking into account these peculiar properties, the future perspectives of the described systems may be based on the complexation of both luminescent Ln$^{III}$ and paramagnetic Gd$^{III}$ ions within the same molecule. This in turn, could yield dual MR/optical imaging probes in a straightforward manner rendering the calix[4]arene backbone a valuable building block for the design of imaging probes.
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